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Public-sector pay 
Jon Guest 

This resource provides answers to the ‘Questions and activities’ set in David Innes’s Fiscal 
policy column on Public-sector pay, in the February 2016 issue of ECONOMIC REVIEW (pp. 12–14). 

Opportunity cost 
The column uses a simple numerical example to illustrate the concept of opportunity cost. Suppose in 
this example that the maximum amount you are willing to pay to watch the play is £20 and you can no 
longer get free tickets. If a ticket to watch the play costs £5 what is the opportunity cost of going to the 
concert? Is it better to go to the concert or the play? 

If the maximum amount you are willing to pay to watch the play is £20 and a ticket costs £5 then you 
are missing out on £15 of consumer surplus — assuming this was the best alternative to going to the 
concert. If you go to the play you are missing out on £20 of consumer surplus from going to the 
concert. Therefore it is better to go to the concert as the opportunity is cost is smaller. 

Labour supply curve 
Draw a labour supply curve for policing. What impact will each of the following have on the labour 
supply curve: 
a An increase in wages that can be earned in alternative jobs, i.e. in increase in the outside 
option. 
b A decrease in the proportion of crimes involving violence. 

See the short video clip: 

http://tinyurl.com/hany6tf 

Elasticity of labour supply 
What factors would determine the elasticity of the labour supply for policing? 

The elasticity of labour supply is a way of measuring the extent to which the supply of labour responds 
to a change in the wage rate, all other things being equal. For example if the wage rate of the police 
increased by 10%, all other things being equal, by how much would the supply of labour increase? 
How many of the existing police force would want to work more hours and how many people would 
want to switch from other occupations into policing? The elasticity of labour supply is measured in the 
following way 

The percentage change in the quantity of labour supplied 
The percentage change in the wage rate 
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Some factors that affect the elasticity of the labour supply for policing include: 

• The skills and entry requirements/criteria to become a police officer. There are no formal 
educational requirements for entry to the police service. This will tend to make the supply of 
labour to this occupation more elastic. However applicants have to complete an application and if 
this is successful they are invited to take part in an assessment centre, involving a series of tests 
and an interview. After this they have to complete job-related fitness and medical tests. The more 
difficult these tests are to pass the less elastic will be the supply of labour. 

• The length and difficulty of the training period required to become a police officer. In England, 
successful applicants to the police force spend their first 2 years as a student police officer (or 
probationer). This period is part of an Initial Police Learning and Development Programme 
(IPLDP), which is split into four stages. The stages cover wide-ranging training, including policing 
skills, legislation, investigative methods, community partnership working and professional 
standards. After successfully completing this programme the probationer becomes a police 
constable. If the length and difficulty of this training programme was increased it would make the 
supply of labour to the police force less elastic. 

• Non-monetary motivations to enter a profession. One major reason why some people choose to 
enter occupations such as teaching, nursing and policing is that they have a strong preference for 
‘public service’. The more important the ‘public service’ motivation to enter the police force the 
less elastic the labour supply, i.e. the wage rate is not a strong determining factor. 
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